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Abstract

Buddha coin is a new web3 mindful coin which aims 
to foster a home that welcomes you to detach from 
your cyber, and worldly stressors, meditate with 
us, find new friends, learn about financial 
mindfulness, and explore your inner self achieving 
a peaceful state of mind. Buddha coin aims to become 
a beacon for unity and peace globally.
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Introduction

Buddha Coin is an oasis for self-exploration, mindful 
investing, spirituality, and connections. Welcoming you to 
immerse yourself in meditations, meme, music, and 
conversations. Buddha coin represents the fusion of ancient 
Buddhists and spiritual principals with new digital age 
blockchain technologies. Creating a new home for 
communities to flourish. In a Web3 world where time waits 
for no one, and things must move at light speed – Buddha 
hopes to foster a space where everyone is welcome to 
slow-down, and ‘chill homie’.
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Mindfulness Meets Web3

The Crypto landscape can be a very fast paced, and rapid 
environment that can lead to a lot of stress and anxiety. Weeks can 
feel like several months, while months can feel like years! Many of 
us struggle with detaching from our devices and unplugging from our 
work-lives. Buddha coin offers guidance with mindfulness by hosting 
several free live meditations on X (formerly known as Twitter). We 
know this is something the entire Web3 space is needing, especially 
as we evolve into the digital era moving past the industrial era. 
We saw the need for a project that fits with the growing interest 
in spirituality globally, and also gives a break from crypto 
stress. We want to make Buddha a sanctuary for anyone who seeks 
inner peace, mindful actions and for the real monks out there, 
spiritual elevation.

In addition to cultivating a serene and composed online 
environment, our grand vision extends towards transforming into a 
real-world entity dedicated to fostering peace and harmony. This 
ambitious goal unfolds through our commitment to supporting 
charitable causes, orchestrating uplifting festivals and 
gatherings, and promoting mindful investment practices. In 
essence, Buddha Coin endeavors to manifest a palpable wellspring of 
peace, seamlessly intertwining spirituality, philanthropy, and 
conscientious financial approaches. This stands as the core mission 
of Buddha Coin—acknowledging and addressing the imperative to 
instill tranquility and harmony into the lives of both virtual and 
real-world communities.
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Harmony in action – Community Building and Spiritual Enrichment

Community Building thrives at the core of Buddha Coin—a vibrant and 
supportive global network rooted in collaboration, 
knowledge-sharing, and mutual support. While our core team 
spearheads official projects, we actively foster community-led 
initiatives, ensuring that each transaction propels the collective 
growth and enlightenment of our global project.

In addition to digital transactions, Buddha Coin represents a path 
to Spiritual Enrichment. It transcends mere financial engagements, 
offering resources and programs to guide users in integrating the 
coin's values into their daily lives. This endeavor harmonizes 
digital activities with spiritual principles, transforming Buddha 
Coin into a catalyst for personal growth and alignment with profound 
values.

Buddha Coin & Ethereum Blockchain

Buddha Coin harnesses the expansive reach, liquidity, and 
reliability of the Ethereum network, operating seamlessly as an 
ERC-20 token. Operating on this advanced blockchain platform not 
only guarantees robust security but also showcases unparalleled 
transparency in every transaction. Leveraging Ethereum's 
transparent ledger, Buddha Coin establishes a digital realm where 
every action is visible and verifiable. Our selection of Ethereum's 
blockchain underscores our dedication to furnishing a secure, 
transparent, and trustworthy space for our community to flourish. 
This commitment to transparency mirrors the Buddhist virtue of 
honesty, fostering trust and confidence among our users.
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Tokenomics

Max Supply: 1,000,000,000,000 BUDDHA (Trillion)
- These are the maximum amount of tokens that will ever exist 1T.

Tokens Vested for Burn: 900,000,000,000 BUDDHA (Billion)
- These are the tokens that will be burned on Buddha Day 2024

Total Supply: 100,000,000,000 BUDDHA (Billion)
- These are the remaining total supply of tokens after the burn.

Circulating Supply: 50,000,000,000 BUDDHA (Billion)
- These are the tokens currently in circulation (2024)

Reserve for Centralized Exchange Pools: 30,000,000,000 BUDDHA 
(Billion)
- These are the reserve tokens to aid BUDDHA to get listed on our 
favorite exchanges, Coinbase, Binance, Kucoin, Bybit, HTX, MEXC.

Reserve for Gleam Campaigns: 20,000,000,000 BUDDHA (Billion)
- These are the tokens reserved to grow the community, reward 
giveaways, airdrops, etc.

SUSTAINABILITY TAX We implemented a 1% tax on each buy and sell 
(deeper explanations in the next page).



Sustainability Tax Details

Purpose: At the core of the Buddha Coin project lies a foundational 
element—the sustainability tax of 1% on all buys and sells. Far beyond a 
mere fee, this tax is a contribution to a collective fund that serves 
diverse purposes aligned with the project's values. For a detailed list of 
our ambitions, please refer to the roadmap.
 
Mindfulness and Spirituality: This encompasses funding educational 
programs, community events, and initiatives that promote the adoption and 
understanding of both Buddha Coin and the underlying Buddhist principles.
 
Philanthropy and Giving: True to the Buddhist principle of 'Dana', 
emphasizing generosity, the sustainability tax supports various 
charitable endeavors. This establishes a direct link between financial 
transactions and positive real-world outcomes, allowing the prosperity of 
the Buddha Coin community to extend outward.
 
Transparency: The allocation and use of the sustainability tax are 
executed with complete transparency, reflecting the Buddhist values of 
honesty and integrity. Regular reports and audits will be shared with the 
community to uphold trust and accountability.
 
Mindful Participation: By incorporating this tax, every participant in the 
Buddha Coin ecosystem is reminded of the impact of their actions. It 
encourages mindful engagement, ensuring that each transaction contributes 
positively to the collective vision of 'Eternal Wisdom, Modern 
Prosperity.'
 
In essence, the sustainability tax is a practical embodiment of Buddha 
Coin's ethos. It signifies the project's commitment to ethical finance, 
community growth, and the interconnectedness of all members, ensuring that 
the financial journey is as mindful and purposeful as the destination.
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ROADMAP

All roadmap elements are funded by our sustainability tax (1% buy/sell) 

and donations. Its content is subject to changes based on market health 

and unexpected events. In no way these steps represents a promise but 

instead, an ambition.

Phase 1: Launch Phase

- Buddha Coin pre-sale: 39.02 ETH raised from 102 investors

- Listed on CoinGecko & CoinMarketCap

- Strategic partnership with GOTBIT Hedge Fund

- Initiating the "Lotus Lounge" (Ambassador Program).

- Initiating the "Meditation Garden"

- Initiating the “Moonphase Giveaways”

Phase 2: Solidifying Foundations

- Listing on the first Tier 2/Tier 3 CEX (REDACTED) 

- Community growth: 1,000+ holders milestone

- Partnerships/Sponsorships (Marketing agency, tech, other project) 

- Dapp developments 

- Buddha Coin airdrop to 8,888 meme/faith coin holders

- 24/7 Music Channel: Meditation and Electronic Music across our social 

platforms

- "Meditation Garden": Launching a dedicated X Account (Expanding to 

daily meditations)

Phase 3:  Expansion Phase

- Launching the official Buddha Coin Merch Store (details to be 

announced).

- Strengthening Asian market presence through the expertise of 

marketing agencies

- Partnerships/Sponsorships (Marketing agency, tech, other project)

- Listing on second Tier 2 CEX (REDACTED)

- Funding local charities based on community recommendations.

- "Meditation Garden": diversifying content around spirituality and 

mindfulness [Workshops, Expert Talks and Q&A Sessions]

- First NFT series sponsored by Buddha Coin
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Phase 4: Buddha Month & Burn Event

- Token Burns & Online Gatherings

- Buddha Day Massive Giveaway

- Dapp developments

- Website Redesign

- Listing on third Tier 1 CEX (REDACTED)

- Partnership with Buddha Bar© for an official Buddha Bar event

- "Meditation Garden": Building Dedicated Website

Phase 5: Appreciation & Giving Back

- Launch of the official Buddha dNFT series : "Mystic Monks Voodoo Club" 

- Funding charity initiatives worldwide

- Dapp developments 

- Sponsoring the “Universal Peace Sanctuary” project in Lumbini, Nepal 

- Listing on fourth Tier 1 CEX (REDACTED)

- Meditation Garden”: Expansion onto mainstream social media platforms 

(TikTok, Instagram)

Phase 6: Nirvana and Cosmic Dreams

- Building a elecrtronic music Festival (Inspired by Ozora, Burning man 

and other gatherings)

- Becoming the official cryptocurrency used in real-life festivals.

- Collaborating closely with His Holiness the Dalai Lama on a global 

charity initiative.

- "Meditation Garden": Virtual Reality and Metaverse Integration

- Striving for inner peace and harmony among all individuals. 
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Conclusion

Buddha Coin want transcends the realm of mere cryptocurrency; 
it unfolds as a transformative odyssey towards harmony, 
seamlessly fusing ancient wisdom with cutting-edge blockchain 
technology. Serving as a haven for peace and mindful 
investing, our distinctive community and unwavering dedication 
to spirituality distinguish us. Fueled by the principles of 
our sustainability tax, our roadmap beckons you to partake in 
this meaningful expedition—actively contributing to the 
creation of a world where cryptocurrency and ancient wisdom 
harmoniously converge to bring inner and global peace. 
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E-mail: hello@buddhacoin.world

Ticker: $BUDDHA

Contract: 0xDeFB0B264032e4e128b00D02b3FD0aA00331237b

HTTPS://BUDDHACOIN.WORLD

https://twitter.com/buddhacoinworld

https://t.me/buddhacoinworld

https://www.cyberscope.io/audits/2-buddha
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https://discord.com/invite/DfuWMh6u3c

https://app.uniswap.org/swap?outputCurrency=0xd
efb0b264032e4e128b00d02b3fd0aa00331237b

https://www.dextools.io/app/en/ether/pair-explor
er/0x28d509116226d00b343a34fb733cc74be908ebb2

https://coinmarketcap.com/currencies/buddha/

https://www.coingecko.com/en/coins/buddha

https://etherscan.io/token/0xDeFB0B264032
e4e128b00D02b3FD0aA00331237b

https://www.youtube.com/@BuddhaCoinworld

https://www.reddit.com/r/buddhacoin/

https://www.instagram.com/buddhacoinworld/

https://buddhacoinworld.medium.com/

https://www.tiktok.com/@buddhacoinworld


